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(available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/9/eaat2980/DC1) Movie S1 (.mp4 format). Force measurements and wingbeat segmentation. Movie S2 (.mp4 format). Wing tracking and kinematic parameters. representing the part of the stroke during which 61% of the dynamic pressure is generated (25). To calculate the average radial angle-of-attack distribution during the down-and upstroke (Fig. 3F ) the angle-of-attack was averaged over this high dynamic pressure region. The black dotted line shows the average angle-of-attack at the Comparing all three experimental manipulations shows that covering gaps with Saran Wrap helps the force traces reach higher peaks and drop to zero force at stroke transitions, although the upstroke force amplitude is unmodified. We integrated these measurement limitations in our Costa Rica data-analysis, discussion, and conclusions. Shaded areas are SD across hundreds of wingbeats for each configuration.
